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henlans  

As I wrote you last week, becJuse of new health reverses I had enlargements made 
of pictures that proved Osp:id innocent by confirming his alibi- that he did not have 
the rifle the morning of the assassin- Alen and was carrying curtain rods. 

Tido picture, neUer used, although others of that roll of film got wide attention, 
has the moldings of a major sensation. 

I had the lab make 35mm negatives from the 35mm contact prints and then enlagements 
of five of thc six shots Danish took. I think this one is enough. It is the last of 
that series and shows the hammer most clearly. 

The proposed caption is quiiie long but I think the information in it is necessary. 
I think also that a competitive situation will be required to reduce the reluctance 

of the media to use what does not confirm the official mythology, like a press conference 
at which you give prints and this information away. 

Not being able to forecast my situation, I tell you that I'll have the pictures I 
have not already sent all together on the so-called desk organizer on my desk. 

I think it would ire wise, assuming what j-  do not believe, that Black Star still 
e:i.ets lI have seen no credits to it in years), not to ask them for the rights until 
that is necessaary, not to attract attention to these pictures. 

When other of Danish's pictures from that same roll of film were widelyused and 
these were ignored, it certainly says that from the very first moment the major media 
fell into lock-step behind the official fiction palmed off as the "solution" to "the 
crime of the century." 

I enclose also a copy of what I've written a friend who may have a chance of in-
terenting a reviewer. 

Bost wishes, 

fig uarold Weisberg 



nriloc.:_drx  by this never-before-published-picture! It confirms 
hie st htement that the pacIzage he carried to work the morning of the assassination 
held certain rods. This picture shows curtains being installed in his room the day 
after the assassination. 

The alleged case against Useald requires that he have carried the rifle to work 

that morning in a home-made paper bacg bag. Neither the police nor any other agency, 
including the Fill mud the Comeidssion, ever made any search to determine whether there 
wore curtain rods found at the TSell, 

The Coulisoion, having no case against Oswald at all without accounting for his 
taking that rifle to work that morning, merely concluded the exact opposite of  
itp tentimmy and exhibits!  100;0  of all the evidence proved that Oswald 	not ono.* 
and could not have carried that rifle4that morning - or any °thee time. 

This has been known -and entirely ignored - since my first book, Whitewash, first 
published in 1965: 

"Without exception, each of the four witnesses Gibe had personal knowledge] either 
swore that Oswald could not have carried that eifle (211245ff; 2112117ff;711531ff); did not 

take the materials for manufacturing carre it into the building (611377), or did not lunktrepricimtetrAttricatidratuti......7mat;rriairtx-fter 
mxleingstbazhag manuf-ee*e4elere that bag to the Paine residence in Irving to5M4fC211242), 
and in fact, could not have (6H556)." 

not, A444-1111 
That homemade bag! , t411:41. appeared mysteriously ne.r the window from which the 

government s-ys the shots were fired after it was first examined and photographed by 
the police, could hold fingerprint. I held a single one - on its inside: It was not 

lG u.Sit T, f 	 eta t. 4-1.7-V.  crYmpled at t1 top, uhere Us4ld was seen to maray be lo ng AiLet as he walked down 
Lab e the street with it; none on the bottom, where he e d it in the palm of his hand, with 

its top under his armpit - and the rifle could no t fit in that space; none where he 
handled it to it, lay it on the back seat of the car in which he was\riven to work; and 
none whore he had to handle it to remove it from the back Beat. 
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:;(1.di Adding further magic to this Orwellian basis for the entire official 

account or the assassination is the fact that the FBI described the rifle as "-sell 

oiled." Yet that bag held not th- tiniest trace of oily after the rifle alleged spent 

all that time inside of it, laving against it while it was carried and bbunced around 

inside of it, accolpe to th- FBI itself. 

That "well-oiled" rifle allegedly was stored inside Oswald's blanket. The FBI's 

eemaination of that blanket did not disclose any trace of oil at all on it. 

had the Comiseion not operated in total secrecy it could not have poorpxtxximI 

gotten aeey with its cntir ly made-up case and left the assassination of the President 

dtirely unsolved by attributing it to Osweld alone. 

Ignoring all of its own evidence,which proved Oswald innocent and that he did not 

and could not have carried any rifle in that bag that morning, the Commission wiped 

that all wi4 and rawe -i.ewrote our history„leaving this most terrible of crimes unsolved,- 
cealeoefX 

and thin get this this picture here publishedfor the first times.and-gailats available 

to it and the to the FBI - wit4 a very big lie, because "Oswald gave a flae account ... 

one which provided an eecuse for carrying a bulky package" the morning of the assassina-

tion. (a130) 

When the eallae police searched Oewald's rented room (without a search warrant) 

the afternoon of the assassination, they saw and kept secret the fact that it needed 

curtains. There was never any official investigation after Oswald told the police im-

,i cuefeetil - 
melintely that he needercrsa*lereane carried the rods to hold them. 

A 
The next day, Gene Danish, of th Black Star photo agency, ixposed a roll of 35mm 

film in the area of the scene of thecid:Crime, inside police headquarters and as the 
,l,, s 1-0.1-‘4,  

last or those curtains was ei.rutirlo--"Trisee./(He took six shots there.) 
eesheet 

Levee This picture has imperfections in it because it eas made from k-"---M4p of 

contact prints provided a friend of mine by Black 9dStar in 1966. 

jhile with these 14in curtain Osuald would have been in a virtual fishbowl, with-

Out them he had no privacy at all in an area where it gets quite hot.Note also the 

extreme narroeneS s of the room. It wasonly half of the original room. 


